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Lunar Missions 
With SLS Integration 
SLS integration into this Lunar mission concept could include providing propellants to the 
L1 Depot in a single launch.  
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L1 Depot Expansion 
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Earth-Sun L2 Missions 
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Reusable Deep Space Habitat 
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Asteroid Missions 
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Mars Orbital Depot Delivery 
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Mars Crew Missions 
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Mars Crew Missions 
With SLS Integration 
SLS integration into this Mars mission concept could include providing propellants to the 
L1 Depot in 3 or 4 launches.  
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Mars Orbital Depot Mission Concept 
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L1 Depot Missions 
With SLS Integration 
•  ESL2 Servicing Missions 
–  RUS, CTV, Small DSH 
–  4 Launches 
•  Asteroid Missions 
–  0 to 3 RUS, CTV, DSH 
–  4 to 6 Launches 
•  Mars Cargo Missions 
–  2 RUS, Payload 
–  6 Launches 
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Mars Missions 
With SLS Integration 
•  Mars Orbital Depot Delivery 
–  6 Launches 
–  ~ 49 mt payload  
•  Mars Crew Missions 
–  6 to 7 Launches 
•  Mars Crew Semi-Cycler Missions 
–  ~5 to 6 Launches (Preliminary) 
–  ~4 to 5 Launches if TEI propellant 
comes from Mars Surface (Preliminary) 
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Conclusions 
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Benefits 
•  A Depot Infrastructure can utilize commercial crew and cargo services including: 
–  Propellant launch to the LEO Depot utilizing any commercial ELV with: 
•  Potential for increased production of existing ELV systems 
•  Potential for competitive bidding for propellant supply to the LEO Depot 
•  Depot Infrastructures can be developed incrementally making it: 
–  Easier to fit within flat budgets 
–  Avoiding simultaneous development of major hardware 
•  Depot Infrastructures make it possible to develop vehicles that can be serviced 
on orbit which:  
–  Avoids production of new vehicles for every missions 
–  Eliminates Lunar Lander “Grave Yards” on the surface of the Moon 
–  Increases safety and reliability 
–  Promotes reusable technologies applicable to future reusable launch vehicle development 
•  Depot Infrastructures support multi-mission, multi-use capabilities including: 
–  Support to government and commercial missions simultaneously 
–  Increasing the number of missions that can be done at the same time 
–  Potential for increasing ground operations utilization and efficiency 
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Benefits 
•  Depots can utilizes ISS heritage systems for servicing which: 
–  Makes use of proven technologies 
–  Extends ISS standards into the next generation of space development 
–  Utilizes ISS as part of the infrastructure (optional, in that ISS could become the LEO Depot) 
•  Integrating SLS can provide heavy lift capability to Earth-Moon L1 Depot in 
fewer launches for many elements including: 
–  Payloads for all human missions to the Asteroids, Moon, and Mars 
–  Propellants for missions to all destinations beyond GEO 
•  Integrating SLS into a Depot Infrastructure can support reusable systems with 
less on orbit assembly: 
–  Depot delivery to Earth-Moon L1 
–  Propellant delivery to the L1 Depot 
–  Payload deliver to EML1 for Mars missions including payloads, propellant and propulsion stages 
•  Integrating SLS into a Depot Infrastructure should lower launch cost through 
efficiency, increased production, competition, while providing significantly more 
lift capability than currently available 
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Future Work 
•  Exploring the benefits of Earth-Moon L2 over L1 as a servicing depot and 
outpost location 
–  L2 may have more benefits from a scientific perspective than L1 
–  Orbital delta-V access to L1 and L2 is similar 
•  Further development of the Mars surface exploration strategy utilizing the Mars 
Orbital Depot 
–  Could enables development of Mars surface propellant to support reusable landers 
–  Could further decrease propellant requirements for return missions 
•  Integrating current Orion / Multipurpose Crew Vehicle and Service Module into 
a future reusable transfer system with propellant depots 
–  Development of a Reusable Upper Stage could make the Orion/Service Module system reusable for 
transfers between ISS and an L1 Depot 
–  RUS propellants would be required at both depots 
–  Commercial crew and cargo services to ISS would be required 
•  Further developing and demonstrating on-orbit cryogenic propellant storage 
and transfer is needed 
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Earth-Moon L1 Missions 
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Lunar Lander Missions 
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L1 Cargo Missions 
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Earth-Sun L2 Missions 
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Mars Orbital Depot Mission 
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Mars Missions 
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Semi-Cycler Missions 
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Nomenclature 
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